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ABSTRACT
An improved set of flat fields was delivered to the HST archive on February 23, 2016 as
part of the UVIS 2.0 photometric calibration. This new methodology treats the two UVIS
chips as separate detectors when computing the flats and zeropoints. The most significant
difference in the new flats is that each chip is now normalized by its median value,
removing any inherent sensitivity offsets from the flats themselves. Instead, the new
software (CALWF3 version 3.3) corrects for this effect by scaling the UVIS2 science
extension by the sensitivity ratio between chips, as determined from observations of white
dwarf standards. For the majority of filters, the maximum change in the flat field is less
than 1%. For the UV filters, the flats are based on ground test data obtained in ambient
conditions. These have been updated to correct for ~3% sensitivity variations in a
crosshatch pattern on scales of 50-100 pixels across both chips. To improve cosmetics in
calibrated images, the new flats contain additional corrections for bad rows and columns
and new data quality flags for slight vignetting in the outer corner of UVIS1 (amp A).

I. Introduction
The two UVIS chips were manufactured in separate batches and have their own unique
intrinsic properties. For example, the measured quantum efficiency (QE) is notably
different in the UV, where UVIS2 (the lower chip or [sci,1]) is ~20% more sensitive in
F218W than UVIS1 (Brown 2008). To improve the overall calibration and to make it easier
to track any changes in the sensitivity with time, the WFC3 team has now adopted a chipdependent approach to the photometric calibration.
In the former approach, sensitivity differences between chips were computed from
observations of Omega-Cen as stars were dithered between UVIS1 and UVIS2. These data
were used to compute the first epoch of in-flight flat fields (hereafter ‘2011 flats’) described
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by Mack et al. (2013). Because the flats were normalized to a small, blemish-free region on
UVIS1, any inherent sensitivity offsets were corrected in the data by CALWF3 as part of
the flat fielding step (FLATCORR). UVIS photometric zeropoints were computed using the
average flux of white dwarf standards sampling a range of positions over the two chips
(Kalirai et al. 2009, Kalirai & Rajan 2012). Photometric keywords such as PHOTFLAM,
the inverse sensitivity in units of erg cm-2 A-1 electron-1, were then populated in the image
header by CALWF3 via the PHOTCORR photometry switch, where a single value of
PHOTFLAM applied to both UVIS1 and UVIS2.
In the new approach, referred to as UVIS 2.0, the flat fields have been recomputed and
normalized to the median value of each chip separately. To ensure that photometry in
calibrated ‘flt.fits’ data remains continuous across the two chips, CALWF3 (version 3.3)
makes use of a new calibration switch (FLUXCORR) which will multiply the UVIS2
science extension by the inverse sensitivity ratio (PHTRATIO) of the two chips
(PHTFLAM2/PHTFLAM1). This ratio is based on photometry of white dwarf standards
computed for UVIS1 and UVIS2 separately (Deustua et al. 2016).
While the new calibration includes both improved reference files and software, the change
should be transparent to most users performing UVIS photometry. For example, since the
new CALWF3 scales UVIS2 to match UVIS1, calibrated data products will still be
continuous across the two chips so that AstroDrizzle may be used to combine observations
obtained at different orientations. This scaling also means that users will still only need to
keep track of a single set of zeropoints or inverse sensitivity values, corresponding to
UVIS1. The new PHTFLAM1 value will be copied to the original PHOTFLAM keyword
so that users will not need to change any pre-existing analysis software that reads the
photometric keywords from the image header.
Photometry should be significantly improved for blue sources observed in the UV filters,
since the chip ratio is now determined from hot white dwarfs rather than the cooler OmegaCen average population. For optical wavelength filters beyond ~3000 Angstroms, calibrated
data products will be nearly identical for broadband filters but improved for narrow,
medium, and long-pass filters where the chip ratios were based on interpolated L-flat
solutions but are now based on direct observations of white dwarfs for each chip.
The new UVIS calibration is documented in a series of ISRs. The first of these is a
“Reference Guide” (Ryan et al. 2016) which provides an overview of the changes to
CALWF3 version 3.3, including the improved photometric calibration, a new pixel-based
CTE correction, and flagging of sink pixels. The paper highlights the new data products and
provides links to supporting ISRs for users who are interested in more detail on each new
calibration.
This ISR focuses on improvements made to the 42 full-frame UVIS flats, excluding the
quad filters. Section 2 describes the new methodology for the computing low-frequency
corrections (L-flats) to the ground flats, and Section 3 provides details on the interpolated
solutions. Section 4 describes new cosmetic corrections which have been applied to the
flats, such as interpolation over bad columns and new data quality (DQ) flags for vignetting
in the upper-left corner of UVIS1. The new reference files are described in Section 5, along
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with the total change with respect to the 2011 flats. Finally, Section 6 estimates the spatial
accuracy of the new flats based on the photometric repeatability of HST standards stepped
across the both UVIS chips.

II. L-flat Solutions
In-flight data have been used to correct flat fields acquired on the ground for differences in
the spatial sensitivity on-orbit. Following a similar methodology for the 2011 in-flight
corrections (Mack et al. 2013), new chip-dependent solutions have been computed. The
new reference files make use of the original ground flats (Sabbi et al. 2009) which model
the pixel-to-pixel response of the detector to high precision. (With least 75,000 electrons
per filter, the rms error is less than 0.4% per pixel, based on Poisson counting statistics.)
The ground flats were corrected for a large-scale internal reflection or ‘flare’ using a
geometric model of the internal light path (McCullough 2011). Low-frequency differences
in the in-flight detector response (L-flats) were derived from dithered observations of stars
in Omega-Cen in 10 broadband filters covering the full UVIS wavelength range. For the
remaining 32 UVIS filters, the combined correction (both the flare and the L-flat) was
computed by interpolating the in-flight correction using the filter pivot wavelength. (More
detail on the interpolation is given in Section 3.) In the 2011 flats, sensitivity differences
between the two chips were computed from stars dithered between UVIS1 and UVIS2,
based on photometry in a 5 pixel radius aperture, corrected to 10 pixels using a spatially
variable aperture correction. The flats were then normalized to a small 100x100 pixel
region in UVIS1, thus retaining any measured sensitivity differences between the chips.
The new 2016 flat have several key differences with respect to the 2011 solutions. First, the
L-flats are computed from the same set of Omega-Cen observations, but with those data
now corrected for CTE losses using a pixel-based empirical model (Anderson 2013).
Because the cluster observations were obtained early in the WFC3 lifetime (July 2009 - Feb
2011), any CTE effects are expected to be small, particularly for the broadband optical
wavelength filters, where the backgrounds are relatively high. Second, with the new chipdependent approach, the flat field for each chip was normalized to the median value for that
chip. This removes any sensitivity offsets in the flats themselves and relies on the white
dwarf zeropoint calibration observations to quantify any sensitivity differences between the
two chips. For this reason, L-flats are now computed from photometry of stars dithered
across a single chip only (i.e. they exclude stars which move between UVIS1 and UVIS2).
For six broadband filters, Figure 1 shows the ratio of the 2016 CTE-corrected L-flat
(computed for each chip independently) and the 2011 L-flat. For clarity in the figure,
UVIS1 and UVIS2 are butted together, and the ratio has been normalized separately for
each chip to better highlight CTE-effects across the detector. The most significant residuals
are seen near the center of the detector, where red pixels are on average 0.3% higher than
neighboring green pixels. The top and bottom edges of the detector also show large
residuals, where blue pixels are on average 0.3% lower than green pixels. The effect is most
pronounced in the F336W filter, where the background is lowest in the Omega-Cen data.
This gives a total correction of ~0.6%, smoothly varying from center of the detector to each
readout amplifier over the full 2048 pixel transfers.
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Figure 1: Ratio of the 2016 CTE-corrected L-flat to the original 2011 L-flat.
The total correction from the center to the edge of each chip is on average 0.6%.

In the 2011 L-flat solutions, saturated stars were excluded from the Omega-Cen source
catalogs using a magnitude cutoff where the photometric error reaches a minimum value. In
the color-magnitude diagram, this cutoff magnitude corresponds to the region where the
red-giant branch stars begins to deviate from the expected slope. Stars brighter than this
cutoff have larger photometric errors and were assumed to indicate the level saturation.
However, when recomputing the L-flats, a careful inspection of the DQ arrays showed that
the brightest sources in the catalogs used for the 2011 L-flats were flagged with a value of
256 (a-to-d saturation) in the central few pixels, indicating that these sources had just barely
reached saturation. The magnitude cutoff for the brightest sources was therefore extended
by ~1 magnitude in order to exclude these sources when computing the new solutions.
Figure 2 shows the impact of excluding saturated souces from the L-flat solutions.
Displayed is the ratio of the 2016 CTE-corrected L-flat for unsaturated sources and the
2016 CTE-corrected L-flat using the 2011 magnitude cutoff. The largest change is ~0.4%
for F606W and F775W, the two filters with the largest number of saturated objects, where
the largest improvement is found in UVIS1. Gilliland et al. (2010) show that deviations
from linearity beyond saturation are largest in this chip, and we note that our residuals look
remarkably similar to their Figure 4. The total effect on the L-flat solutions is small,
however, since the matrix solution algorithm (van der Marel 2002) automatically rejects
stars with large deviations. For example, if the rms scatter between measurements of the
same star exceeds 3 times the average error in those measurements, the star is excluded
from the fit. This type of sigma-clipping is employed to reject stars having large
photometric residuals with respect to the variation in the L-flat. Large photometric errors
may be caused by intrinsically variable stars, stars falling near the edges of the detector, or
any non-linearity such as saturation. Since the maximum change in the L-flat is at the level
of a fraction of a percent, it is likely that only sources that had just reached saturation in the
central pixel were included in the original 2011 solutions.
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Figure 2: Ratio of the 2016 CTE-corrected L-flat computed from unsaturated sources
and the 2016 CTE-corrected L-flat using the 2011 magnitude range. The maximum
impact of excluding saturated sources from the catalogs is seen in UVIS1 at a level of
0.4% in F606W and F775W, which had the largest number of saturated objects.

LP-flats, as defined by Bohlin et al. (2000), are the product of low-frequency (L) variations
determined in-flight and high-frequency, pixel-to-pixel (P) variations determined from
ground test data. For F606W, Figure 3 compares the 2011 LP-flat (top, left), the 2016 LPflat (top right), and the 2016/2011 ratio (bottom). The color bar in the ratio image has a
total range of 1%, but is offset by ~0.5% from UVIS1 to UVIS2 to account for the median
sensitivity difference between chips which was removed from the 2016 solutions by
normalizing each chip separately.
For the four bluest UV filters (F218W, F225W, F275W, and F280N), the flat fields include
an additional correction to account for detector sensitivity variations which are a function of
temperature. The ground flats for these filters were obtained in ambient conditions (-49C),
and the expectation was to correct these flats using in-flight data at -82C. Even after
applying the 2011 flats, which include an in-flight L-flat correction, observations of white
dwarf standards stepped across two UVIS chips show large photometric variations with
position (Mack et al. 2015). These residuals correlate directly with a crosshatch pattern in
the flat fields corresponding to detection-layer structure in the CCDs at spatial scales of
~50-100 pixels, such that regions of low sensitivity in the flats (black regions in Figure 4)
produce photometry which is too faint. Mack (2016) finds a linear correlation between the
flat field value and the photometric residual and uses this result to model the correction.
Photometric residuals for the UV flats are reduced from 6.7% to 3.0% peak-to-peak (1.5%
to 0.7% rms) or better with the new solutions. Figure 4 shows the F275W 2011 LP-flat (top
left), the 2016 LP-flat (top right), and the ratio (bottom). The color bar has a total range of
4% for each chip, but is offset by 5% between chips. Again, this reflects the sensitivity
offset which was removed from the 2016 solutions by normalizing each chip separately.
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Figure 3: F606W LP-flat from 2011 (top left) and 2016 (top right) displayed with a
total range of 10%. The measured sensitivity difference between chips is included in
the 2011 flats but normalized out in the 2016 flats. The bottom panels show the ratio of
the 2016/2011 flats, with each chip spanning a total range of 1%, but offset by 0.5% to
account for the chip sensitivity offset.
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Figure 4: F275W LP-flat from 2011 (top left) and 2016 (top right) displayed with a total
range of 20%. The measured ~5% sensitivity offset between chips is included in the 2011
flats but normalized out of the 2016 flats. The bottom panel shows the ratio of the
2016/2011 flats, with the color bar for each chip spanning a total range of 4%, but offset by
5% to account for the chip sensitivity offset. The new flats correct for mid-frequency
‘crosshatch’ residuals in the sensitivity due to temperature effects.
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III. Interpolated L-Flats
Dithered observations of Omega-Cen were obtained in 10 filters over a broad range of
detector wavelength (Figure 5). The smooth wavelength dependence of the combined inflight correction (flare plus L-flat) noted by Mack et al. (2013) suggests that interpolation
may be a good way to correct the remaining UVIS filters. In this section, the term ‘L-flat’ is
used loosely to refer to the combined correction, including the flare.
For the majority of UVIS filters, interpolated solutions were computed using a combined
fraction of the L-flat for the two filters closest in wavelength. In the formula below,
(𝝀𝟐  –  𝝀)
(𝝀𝟐  !  𝝀𝟏)

(𝝀  !  𝝀𝟏)

∗ 𝑳𝟏   + (  𝝀𝟐  !  𝝀𝟏) ∗ 𝑳𝟐

λ is the pivot wavelength of the interpolated filter, λ1 is the pivot wavelength of the nearest
blue filter with L-flat L1, and λ2 is the pivot wavelength of the nearest red filter with L-flat
L2. Table 1 gives the interpolation fraction for each filter, where dashes indicate the 10
filters with Omega-Cen observations.
To verify the accuracy of this method, interpolated solutions have been computed for four
broadband filters with known L-flat solutions. Table 2 summarizes the four tests which
make use of measured solutions spanning a wavelength range from ~3000-9000 Angstroms.
For example, the F775W L-flat is compared with an interpolated solution computed as
0.36*F606W and 0.64*F814W. Figure 6 shows the ratio of the interpolated and the
measured L-flat for F775W in column 4, row 3. The residual has an rms of 0.3% and a
peak-to-peak range of 2%. The largest residuals >1% are found in a small region on UVIS2
where the detector is 2 microns thinner than the surrounding region (Wong 2010). The
strength of the L-flat in this region increases with wavelength beyond ~6000 Angstroms
(Mack et al. 2013) so similar residuals may be present in the interpolated solutions for red
filters. No obvious spatial residuals are seen in this region for the F390W and F555W
interpolation test, shown in rows 1 and 2 of Figure 6. Because the F775W test has a much
longer ‘interpolation baseline’ (~2100 Angstroms) than the interpolated filters in Table 1,
the F775W residuals are likely to be an upper limit to the errors in this method.
For UVIS filters at the extreme blue or red wavelength range, the L-flat solution for the
filter closest in wavelength (obtained at the same detector temperature) was adopted. For
example, the F218W LP-flat is computed by multiplying the F218W P-flat with the F225W
L-flat. On the other hand, the F300X LP-flat uses the F336W L-flat and not the F275W Lflat, because the F275W P-flat was obtained in ambient conditions and requires a larger inflight correction. For the same reason, the F280N LP-flat uses the F275W L-flat and not an
interpolated fraction of F275W and F336W L-flats. At the red end, the F845M and F953N
LP-flats both make use of the F814W L-flat and not the F850LP L-flat. At wavelengths ~1
micron the detector becomes transparent and the glue adhering the detector to its package
becomes visible in the F850LP flat field (Brown 2007). The average color of the OmegaCen population is bluer than the calibration lamps, so light does not penetrate as far into the
detector. As a result, the glue features show up in the L-flat residuals, as described by Mack
et al. (2013). For this reason, the F850LP L-flat was not used for any interpolated solutions.
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The UVIS long-pass filters (F200LP, F350LP, and F600LP) each span a large wavelength
range, so interpolated solutions for these filters were not computed from two neighboring
solutions, but instead from a combined set of L-flats that best represent the total area under
the passband. For example, the F200LP L-flat is represented as equal parts F336W, F438W,
F606W, and F814W (Figure 7a) rather than as a combined fraction of 0.18*F438W and
0.86*F555W. Similarly, the F350LP L-flat has been computed as an equal fraction of
F390W, F606W, and F814W solutions (Figure 7b) rather than 0.98*F606W and
0.02*F775W. However, we find that the L-flat for F200LP and F350LP is relatively
independent of the interpolation mixture: the ratio of the two different L-flat solutions is
close to unity for both long-pass filters, with an rms of 0.2% rms or 1% peak-to-peak. For
F600LP, the L-flat has been computed as one-third of F606W plus two-thirds of F814W
(Figure 7c), rather than 0.08*F606W and 0.92*F775W. The ratio of the two L-flat solutions
is 0.2% rms and 2% peak-to-peak. As expected for red filters, the largest residuals (>1%)
are found in UVIS2 where the detector is thinner, so the former approach is predicted to
give a more accurate solution.
New dithered observations of Omega-Cen have been obtained in program 14031 (PI:
Kozhurina-Platais) to verify the distortion calibration for broad, medium, narrow, and quad
filters. Seven dither positions (compared to nine for the original L-flat programs) are
sampled for F475W, F390M, and F350LP, making these data useful for testing the accuracy
of the interpolation for one broad, one medium and one long-pass filter. Additionally, five
dither positions are sampled in five quad filters spanning a large wavelength range:
FQ387N, FQ437N, FQ508N, FQ619N, and FQ889N. Because the quad filters still make
use of the ground P-flats, these new observations will allow us to compute an initial set of
corrections (flare + L-flat) for these modes. Both of these analyses are currently underway.

Figure 5: Filter transmission for 10 broad filters with dithered Omega-Cen observations.
The large wavelength coverage and the smooth wavelength-dependence of the in-flight
correction suggest that interpolation may be an effective strategy for computing L-flat
solutions for filters with no in-flight data.
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Table 1. Interpolation formula for L-flat corrections, sorted by filter pivot wavelength. Filters
with ground P-flats obtained in ambient conditions are highlighted in blue.

Filter
F218W
F225W
F275W
F300X
F280N
F336W
F343N
F373N
F390M
F390W
F395N
F410M
F438W
F467M
F469N
F475W
F487N
F475X
F200LP
F502N
F555W
F547M
F350LP
F606W
F621M
F625W
F631N
F645N
F656N
F657N
F658N
F665N
F673N
F689M
F680N
F600LP
F763M
F775W
F814W
F845M
F850LP
F953N

Pivot Wave
(Angstroms)
2228
2373
2710
2822
2833
3355
3435
3730
3897
3924
3955
4109
4326
4683
4688
4773
4871
4941
4968
5010
5308
5447
5857
5887
6219
6241
6304
6453
6561
6567
6584
6657
6765
6876
6877
7450
7613
7648
8030
8438
9169
9530

Formula
1.0(F225W)
--1.0(F336W)
1.0(F275W)
-0.86(F336W)+0.14(F390W)
0.34(F336W)+0.66(F390W)
0.05(F336W)+0.95(F390W)
-0.92(F390W)+0.08(F438W)
0.54(F390W)+0.46(F438W)
-0.64(F438W)+0.36(F555W)
0.63(F438W)+0.37(F555W)
0.54(F438W)+0.46(F555W)
0.45(F438W)+0.55(F555W)
0.37(F438W)+0.63(F555W)
0.25(F336W)+0.25(F438W)+0.25(F606W)+0.25(F814W)
0.30(F438W)+0.70(F555W)
-0.76(F555W)+0.24(F606W)
0.33(F390W)+0.33(F606W)+0.33(F814W)
-0.81(F606W)+0.19(F775W)
0.80(F606W)+0.20(F775W)
0.76(F606W)+0.24(F775W)
0.68(F606W)+0.32(F775W)
0.62(F606W)+0.38(F775W)
0.61(F606W)+0.39(F775W)
0.60(F606W)+0.40(F775W)
0.56(F606W)+0.44(F775W)
0.50(F606W)+0.50(F775W)
0.44(F606W)+0.56(F775W)
0.44(F606W)+0.56(F775W)
0.33(F606W)+0.67(F814W)
0.02(F606W)+0.98(F775W)
--1.0(F814W)
-1.0(F814W)
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Table 2. Interpolation test for four broadband filters spanning a wavelength range of
~3000-9000 Angstroms. Column 3 gives the mean L-flat ratio and 1-σ deviation of the
interpolated solution and the measured solution, column 4 gives the total range, and
column 5 gives the peak-to-peak deviation.

Filter

Formula

Mean Ratio ±1-σ

Range

P2P

F390W
F555W
F775W
F814W

(0.41*F336W+0.59*F438W)
(0.36*F438W+0.64*F606W)
(0.19*F606W+0.81*F814W)
(0.72*F775W+0.27*F850LP)

0.9997 ±
0.9996 ±
0.9994 ±
1.0030 ±

0.995..1.009
0.995..1.005
0.989..1.011
0.993..1.012

0.014
0.009
0.022
0.018

0.0014
0.0013
0.0029
0.0029

Figure 6: Interpolated L-flats for F390W, F555W, F775W, and F814W (column 3)
computed from L-flats in columns 1 and 2, using the formulas in Table 2. The ratio of the
interpolated solution to the measured solution for each filter is shown in column 4.
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Figure 7: Total system throughput for F200LP (top), F350LP (middle), and F600LP
(bottom). Interpolated L-flats for are computed for each filter from the set of broadband
solutions that best approximate the total area under each filter curve, excluding the UV
filters which were obtained in ambient conditions. For details, see Table 1.
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IV. Cosmetic Corrections
In order to create ‘cleaner’ calibrated data products, the new flats interpolate over 7 bad
columns which were set to 0.0 in prior versions of the flats. To avoid divide by zero errors
when flat fielding the data, CALWF3 will replace any flat value of 0.0 with a value of 1.0.
Calibrated science data will therefore have columns which are noticeably offset from the
rest of the frame. With the new interpolation, the calibrated data are now seamless across
the detector. Interpolated regions in the flats include three bad columns on chip 1 =
*pfl.fits[4][2542:2542,1:102], [2543:2543,1:102], [2869:2869,1:1107] and four bad
columns on chip 2 = *pfl.fits[242:242,1:2051], [243:243,1:2051], [2696:2696,1:2051],
[2707:2707,1:2051]. The bad pixel table (BPIXTAB) will continue to flag these columns
with a DQ value of 4 so that users may easily reject these columns when combining
dithered observations.
Additionally, six bad rows at the center of the detector which are flagged in the DQ array as
512 (bad in flat) have been replaced with a flat value of 10.0. These include 3 rows at the
bottom of UVIS1 = *pfl.fits[4][1:4096,1:3] and 3 rows at the top of UVIS2 =
*pfl.fits[1:4096,2049:2051]. In earlier versions of the flats (t*pfl.fits from 2009 and
v*pfl.fits from 2011), these rows contain very tiny values. Division by the flat field in
CALWF3 produced calibrated data with extremely high or low values at the center of the
detector (at levels of ±110 electrons), most noticeable in the distortion-corrected drizzled
products where the two chips are combined into a single frame. In calibrated observations
that use the new flats, these rows will now be ~10% of the value of neighboring rows. This
should still make it apparent to the user that these are bad rows, but not so much that it
dominates ‘min max’ scaling when displaying the images using DS9. For users who wish to
recover information near the chip gap, the WFC3-UVIS-GAP-LINE dither pattern (Dahlen
et al. 2010) is sufficiently large to account for the gap as well as these six bad rows.
Finally, the 2016 flat fields (z*pfl.fits) contain new DQ flags in the upper-left corner of
UVIS1, which appears to suffer from slight vignetting. Mack (2015) describes these
residuals as dark stripes in drizzled mosaics of M16. The author suggests vignetting as the
cause, since low pixel values are also noted in the raw images. These low values were
corrected in the drizzled mosaics by setting DQ flags in the calibrated data prior to
drizzling. A more empirical approach is to flag these pixels in the flat field reference files
so that calibrated observations will automatically contain the flags. Because the flats do a
poor job at correcting these low response pixels, pixels in the vignetted region with flat
field values < 0.6 (optical wavelength filters) and < 0.8 (UV filters) have been assigned a
512 flag (bad in flat) in the DQ array of the flat field. These threshold values were
determined empirically using archival data. CALWF3 propogates the flat field DQ flags
into the calibrated science data products, so users will now be able to correct vignetted
pixels when combining dithered observations with AstroDrizzle.
While these improvements to the flats will make calibrated data products cosmetically
cleaner, users are still encouraged to inspect the DQ arrays to determine which regions of
the detector contain flagged pixels. Depending on the dithering strategy and the scientific
objectives, users will need to consider which DQ flags to respect and which to ignore when
creating drizzled data products.
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V. New Reference Files
A set of new LP-flat reference files were delivered to the archive on February 23, 2016.
Changes in the flats are reflected in Figure 8 which plots the mean flat ratio (2016/2011) for
each chip. The ratio has a slightly negative slope for UVIS1 with increasing wavelength,
which reflects differences between the median in a 100x100 pixel box (normalization for
the 2011 flats) versus the median for the entire chip (normalization for the 2016 flats). The
red points show larger changes, the bulk of which are due to chip-dependent QE differences
which have been removed from the 2016 flats. The error bars represent a range of ± 3sigma in the flat ratio which is a good approximation of the total correction; for example,
~1% for filters at optical wavelenths and ~4% for UV filters as shown in Figures 3 and 4.
The larger UV correction reflects sensitivity residuals due to temperature effects.
Flat fields for binned modes (2x2 and 3x3) were computed using procedures described in a
technical report by Sabbi & Baggett (2012). In summary, the unbinned flats were copied
into a larger 4026x2070 file to mimic the presence of serial and virtual overscan. The files
were then block averaged and trimmed to remove the overscan regions, producing reference
files that are 2048x1026 in size for 2x2 binning and 1364x684 for 3x3 binning. The error
arrays were computed by propogating errors in quadrature from the unbinned flats.
The full set of LP-flats were given unique names for delivery to CRDS (z*pfl.fits). These
are listed in Table 5 for both binned and unbinned modes. The new flats are specifically
designed for use with CALWF3 v.3.3 and the new 2016 photometric zeropoints.

Figure 8: Mean flat ratio (2016/2011) for UVIS1 (black) and UVIS2 (red).
The error bars reflect a range of ± 3 sigma in the ratio.
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VI. Spatial Accuracy from Stepped Observations
Mack et al. (2015) estimate the accuracy of the 2011 flats by measuring the photometric
repeatability of HST standards stepped across the UVIS detector. This analysis has been
repeated using the new chip-dependent flats. The stepped observations make use of small
custom subarrays to position the star on specific regions in each chip. Unfortunately, the
pixel-based CTE correction software is unsupported for these subarrays, which contain no
pre-scan pixels. As a result, aperture photometry with a 10 pixel radius is impacted by CTE
losses, especially for stepped positions far from the readout amplifiers. The new flats, on
the other hand, are based on CTE-corrected observations of Omega-Cen. As a result, the
photometric residuals (rms and peak-to-peak) from the stepped data are slightly larger in
the new F336W, F438W, F606W, and F814W flats compared to the 2011 solutions. This is
shown in Table 3, which compares the photometric repeatability using each set of flats to
the expected Poisson error.
To quantify the effect of CTE on the stepped photometry, Figure 9 plots the flux residual
with respect to the mean for each star versus the number of Y-transfers. The F336W filter is
shown at left and the F814W filter at right, where red and black points correspond to
stepped observations calibrated with the 2011 and 2016 flats, respectively. A clear linear
correlation suggests that CTE losses are reponsible for at least some of the measured
variation in flux across the detector. The values reported in Table 3 may therefore be
interpreted as an upper limit on the error in the flats.
The fit to black points has a slightly steeper slope than the fit to the red points and spans a
total range of ~1% for both F336W and F814W. As described above, this is likely because
the 2016 flats have been computed using CTE-corrected Omega-Cen observations, so the
flux residuals in the uncorrected white dwarf stepped observations have a more clear
dependence on the number of Y-transfers. The difference in slope between the red (2011)
and black (2016) linear fit is larger in F336W compared to F814W. We attribute this to a
lower sky background in the star cluster observations at blue wavelengths.
After subtracting the best linear fit from the black data points, the F336W residuals with the
2016 flats drop from 0.37% to 0.29% rms (1.73% to 1.22% peak to peak). Similarly, the
F814W residuals drop from 0.42% to 0.30% rms (1.74% to 1.15% peak to peak). The
spatial residuals for the black and red points agree to within 0.01% rms (0.04% peak-topeak) after correcting each set. These comparisons are summarized in Table 4, which
reports the values to two decimal places to better illustrate the change after applying a
linear correction to the photometry.
For the UV filters, the sensitivity correction for temperature is considerably larger than any
CTE-effects, so the photometric residuals for these filters are notably improved in the 2016
solutions. Table 3 shows that peak-to-peak variations of ~7% have now been reduced to
~3% or less in the UV, and that the repeatability is now 0.7% rms or less for all eight filters.
Mack (2016) provide more details on the UV correction model, as well as maps of the
spatial repeatability for the UV stepped observations with the new solutions.
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Table 3. The photometric repeatability (per filter) as the standard deviation and peakto-peak range of stepped white dwarf observations, as compared to their Poisson error.
The UV data are notably improved with the new flats. Optical wavelength data show
slightly larger deviations when using the new flats, which are attributed to CTE effects.

Filter

Number
of Steps

Poisson
Error

Stddev
(2011)

Stddev
(2016)

P2P
(2011)

P2P
(2016)

F218W

44

0.2%

1.5 %

0.7 %

6.7 %

3.0 %

F225W

44

0.2%

1.3 %

0.4 %

4.5 %

1.8 %

F275W

41*

0.2%

0.8 %*

0.6 %

3.3 %*

2.7 %

F280N

44

0.2%

1.8 %

0.5 %

6.6 %

2.4 %

F336W

46

0.4%

0.3 %

0.4 %

1.5 %

1.7 %

F438W

50

0.2%

0.5 %

0.5 %

2.0 %

2.3 %

F606W

20

0.3%

0.7 %

0.7 %

2.7 %

2.7 %

F814W

50

0.3%

0.4 %

0.4 %

1.3 %

1.7 %

*Mack et al. (2015) quote the F275W rms as 0.9% and peak-to-peak range as 3.9% for 50 subarray
observations. These include 9 measurements at the far left edge of the detector where the 512x512 subarray
has 24 columns outside the field of view. These points show large deviations from the UV correction model
(Mack 2016), which may point to calibration errors, so have been excluded from these statistics.

Table 4. The photometric repeatability in F336W and F814W for stepped observations
calibrated with the 2011 and 2016 LP-flats. After correcting for a linear fit to the flux
residual versus the number of y-transfers, the ‘CTE-corr’ residuals are consistent to
within a few tenths of a percent when using either the 2011 or the 2016 flats.

Filter

Flat

Stddev

Stddev
CTE-corr

P2P

P2P
CTE-corr

F336W

2011

0.31%

0.28%

1.52 %

1.21 %

F336W

2016

0.37%

0.29%

1.73 %

1.22 %

F814W

2011

0.35%

0.29%

1.34 %

1.11 %

F814W

2016

0.42%

0.30%

1.74 %

1.15 %
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Figure 9: Flux residual with respect to the mean versus the number of Y-transfers for
stepped observations in F336W (left) and F814W (right). The red and black lines show
linear fits to the same datasets processed with the 2011 and 2016 flats, respectively.

VII. Summary
New chip-dependent flat fields have been created to support the UVIS 2.0 methodology for
photometric calibration. These solutions were ingested in the HST archive on February 23,
2016. For optical wavelength filters (pivot wavelenths greater than ~3000 Angstroms),
differences with the 2011 solutions are typically less than 1% peak-to-peak. For the UV
filters, large spatial residuals correlated with a flat field crosshatch pattern (50-100 pixels in
scale) have been reduced from ~7% to ~3% peak-to-peak. The flats no longer correct for
differences in sensitivity between the two chips. Instead, this is now performed by
CALWF3 version 3.3 via a new calibration switch (FLUXCORR), which scales UVIS2 by
the sensitivity ratio, as determined from the new zeropoint calibration. The new flat fields
are intended for use only with the new software and zeropoints.
The photometric repeatability of bright HST standards stepped across the two UVIS chips
gives an estimate of the flat field accuracy. With the new solutions, the photometry agrees
to 0.7% rms and 3.0% peak-to-peak, or better. The stepped observations suffer from CTE
losses of ~1% peak-to-peak, so the measured deviations are interpreted as an upper limit on
the error in the flats. Improved flat fields for the quad filters based on in-flight observations
of Omega-Cen are currently under investigation.
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Table 5. New LP-flat reference files for the 2016 chip-dependent solution. The standard
‘unbinned flats’ are listed in column 2, along with the 2x2 and 3x3 binned versions in
columns 3 and 4. The new flats are for use only with CALWF3 version 3.3 and later.

Filter
F200LP
F218W
F225W
F275W
F280N
F300X
F336W
F343N
F350LP
F373N
F390M
F390W
F395N
F410M
F438W
F467M
F469N
F475W
F475X
F487N
F502N
F547M
F555W
F600LP
F606W
F621M
F625W
F631N
F645N
F656N
F657N
F658N
F665N
F673N
F680N
F689M
F763M
F775W
F814W
F845M
F850LP
F953N

Bin 1x1
zcv2053ei_pfl
zcv2053fi_pfl
zcv2053gi_pfl
zcv2053hi_pfl
zcv2053ii_pfl
zcv2053ji_pfl
zcv2053ki_pfl
zcv2053li_pfl
zcv2053mi_pfl
zcv2053ni_pfl
zcv2053oi_pfl
zcv2053pi_pfl
zcv2053qi_pfl
zcv2053ri_pfl
zcv2053si_pfl
zcv2053ti_pfl
zcv20540i_pfl
zcv20541i_pfl
zcv20542i_pfl
zcv20543i_pfl
zcv20544i_pfl
zcv20545i_pfl
zcv20546i_pfl
zcv20547i_pfl
zcv20548i_pfl
zcv20549i_pfl
zcv2054ai_pfl
zcv2054bi_pfl
zcv2054ci_pfl
zcv2054di_pfl
zcv2054ei_pfl
zcv2054fi_pfl
zcv2054gi_pfl
zcv2054hi_pfl
zcv2054ii_pfl
zcv2054ji_pfl
zcv2054ki_pfl
zcv2054li_pfl
zcv2054mi_pfl
zcv2054ni_pfl
zcv2054oi_pfl
zcv2054pi_pfl

Bin 2x2
zcv2054qi_pfl
zcv2054si_pfl
zcv20550i_pfl
zcv20552i_pfl
zcv20554i_pfl
zcv20556i_pfl
zcv20558i_pfl
zcv2055ai_pfl
zcv2055ci_pfl
zcv2055ei_pfl
zcv2055gi_pfl
zcv2055ii_pfl
zcv2055ki_pfl
zcv2055mi_pfl
zcv2055oi_pfl
zcv2055qi_pfl
zcv2055si_pfl
zcv20560i_pfl
zcv20562i_pfl
zcv20564i_pfl
zcv20566i_pfl
zcv20568i_pfl
zcv2056ai_pfl
zcv2056ci_pfl
zcv2056ei_pfl
zcv2056gi_pfl
zcv2056ii_pfl
zcv2056ki_pfl
zcv2056mi_pfl
zcv2056oi_pfl
zcv2056qi_pfl
zcv2056si_pfl
zcv20570i_pfl
zcv20572i_pfl
zcv20574i_pfl
zcv20576i_pfl
zcv20578i_pfl
zcv2057ai_pfl
zcv2057di_pfl
zcv2057fi_pfl
zcv2057hi_pfl
zcv2057ji_pfl
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Bin 3x3
zcv2054ri_pfl
zcv2054ti_pfl
zcv20551i_pfl
zcv20553i_pfl
zcv20555i_pfl
zcv20557i_pfl
zcv20559i_pfl
zcv2055bi_pfl
zcv2055di_pfl
zcv2055fi_pfl
zcv2055hi_pfl
zcv2055ji_pfl
zcv2055li_pfl
zcv2055ni_pfl
zcv2055pi_pfl
zcv2055ri_pfl
zcv2055ti_pfl
zcv20561i_pfl
zcv20563i_pfl
zcv20565i_pfl
zcv20567i_pfl
zcv20569i_pfl
zcv2056bi_pfl
zcv2056di_pfl
zcv2056fi_pfl
zcv2056hi_pfl
zcv2056ji_pfl
zcv2056li_pfl
zcv2056ni_pfl
zcv2056pi_pfl
zcv2056ri_pfl
zcv2056ti_pfl
zcv20571i_pfl
zcv20573i_pfl
zcv20575i_pfl
zcv20577i_pfl
zcv20579i_pfl
zcv2057ci_pfl
zcv2057ei_pfl
zcv2057gi_pfl
zcv2057ii_pfl
zcv2057ki_pfl
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